
CONTEXT
The Section of Midwifery welcomes learners from a broad 
and diverse range of backgrounds. Approximately 70% of 
midwifery students enter through the CAO and 30% enter 
via Further Education / Mature Entry creating a tapestry 
of varied learning/learner needs. Universal Design for 
Learning is an educational approach that both nurtures 
all learners yet supports individual learning journeys. In 
doing so, it adapts to learning /learner needs in agile 
and responsive ways. My UDL initiative was implemented 
within a final year midwifery module that examined the 
theory and practice of teaching. The initiative involved 
incorporating elements of each of the core principles of 
UDL into module learning and teaching strategies.

Dr. Anita Byrne
Midwife Lecturer 
Dundalk Institute of Technology

UDL IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS
Aim: Ensure Learning is meaningful, manageable and 
comprehensible
UDL Process: I introduced multiple means of:
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LEARNER IMPACT
Quantitative feedback:
Based on a 5-point Likert score for engagement, 
representation and demonstration, revealed that each of 
these core UDL facets were welcomed, were found to be 
meaningful and were supportive of students’ learning:

Qualitative feedback revealed:
“It was very helpful to be given the option of different 
learning styles.  As always, classes where there is more 
engagement are more enjoyable and we retain more”
“Really enjoyed this class and the different ways to 
teaching” 
“A great way of learning I think it would be useful to utilise 
it from now on!”

FUTURE PLANS
UDL is a thread in the tapestry of learning (see image 
below). Crafting this approach requires supportive 
interventions at micro (me), meso (us) and macro 
(everyone) levels. I am moving from micro to meso 
via discussion, workshops and academic committee 
involvement. Macro integration is a longer term goal that 
will be enhanced by my inclusion in the National UDL 
Working Group. The adoption of a ‘plus one’ UDL mind-
set (Tobin & Behling, 2018) as a facilitative implementation 
approach may ease transition into broader incorporation 
of UDL. Ensuring that our UDL journey is meaningful, 
manageable and comprehensible will optimise a sense of 
coherence for all.



UDL IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS

LEARNER IMPACT:

FUTURE PLANS

STAGES OF UDL JOURNEY

General info workshops 
on UDL, facilitated by 

external speakers

10 attend workshop 
& 6 complete the UDL 

Digital Badge

10 attend workshop 
& 6 complete the UDL 

Digital Badge 5 ATU (Sligo) UDL 
Badge Facilitators 

collectively facilitated 
22% of the National 

Roll-out of this course, 
in which 31 members of 
staff also successfully 

participated and received 
UDL Digital Badges

UDL inclusive features 
added to facilitate 

compliance of future 
developments

Climbing the UDL 
Ladder: Building a 

Culture of Inclusion 
in Higher Education

National Forum 
funded project 
(31 members of 
academic staff 

participate)

Funding is secured 
from NEFTL

28 attend seminar on 
embedding UDL

UDL resources and 
UDL Toolkit made 
available to staff

Support & Resources 
created on the UDL 

Moodle page

21 attend seminar 
on Inclusive Practice 

& Integrating UDL 
into a module

Innovative content 
accessibility service 

will be integrated 
into Moodle

2017-2018
Information Workshops

UDL Development from 2017 to Present

June 2018
1st UDL Badge Launched

Jan 2019 
2nd UDL Badge 

Programme
August 2020

Peer Group Facilitation
Spring 2020

Module Manager 
May 2021 

 Inaugural UDL-
CUA Conference

Summer 2020 
UDL Module 

Audits

November 2020 
 UDL Post 

Primary Sector 
Webinar

 April 2021 
UDL-IRN 

Conference

Spring 2021
Conceptualising 

UDL with the 
student voice

Oct 2019
Pilot Study Project

Oct 2019
AHEAD UDL Seminar

Spring 2020
Online Resources

March 2021
Programmatic Review

April 2021
Keynote Address at 
International Ahead 

Conference

Jan 2019
AHEAD UDL Seminar

Sept 2020
Blackboard Ally

Dec 2019
UDL Working Group 

Established

Spring 2021
Disability 

Workshops

START
UDL

COMPLIANCE

ATU 
Designation

2022

May 2022
UDL-ATU Conference
“Conceptualising UDL 

with the Student Voice”

Higher Education
Centre of Excellence 

in UDL established

UDL ethos 
and teaching 

practices will be 
implemented at all 

levels across IT 

Beyond 2021
Ethos and Practice

October 
2022

PG Cert & 
MA in UDL

Path 4 
Funding 

allocated 

Stages colleagues move through 
on their UDL Journey within ATU

Knowledge

Questioning/
Investigating 

- what is UDL?

Familiar with the 
three principles 
and guidelines.

Completed the 
digital badge 

as CPD.

Galway City   |   Mayo   |   Connemara   |   Mountbellew   |   Letterkenny   |   Killybegs   |   Sligo

Making several 
inclusive changes 

within modules and 
at programme level.

Embedding into 
institute, policy and 
national initiatives.

Understanding UDL Digital 
Badge

Implementing Informing/
Reforming

Student Focus Group responses to 
perception of equitable learning
Four focus group interviews: 18 questions with each group, provided a substantive 
amount of information which is difficult to layout comprehensively. The following 
provides a flavour of how students perceive UDL in relation to their learning.

Equitable learning has been described as being inclusive, fair and impartial. 
In the context of your learning, what does equitable learning mean to you?

Equity Equality

Student Responses “Equal 
opportunities  
in our studies.”

“Access to info 
regardless of 
background 
or identity.”

Common Themes

Authentic Learning

Flexible delivery - hybrid

Lecture structure - video, 
slides, explanation

Visuals - sketches 
graphics on board

50

100

75

75

•  ATU UDL Student Working Group

•  Student Workshops & Info Sessions

•  Engagement with USI

•  Digital Badge development for students

•  Panel formation to target the student voice  
 across all courses and stages of implementation

•  International collaboration, fostering transferrable  
 inclusive legislation to the Irish context

•  L9 UDL PG Cert/ MA Offering: 2022 ATU,  
 2023 nationally, 2024 internationally

Future Plans
UNDER THE HE UDL CENTRE OF EXCELLENCEU
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Climbing the 
UDL Ladder
Building a culture 
of inclusion in 
higher education 

Universal Design for Learning

U
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Climbing the 
UDL Ladder
Building a culture 
of inclusion in 
higher education 

Universal Design for Learning

ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY  
A COLLABORATIVE SUBMISSION
Lead Applicant Information:  
Dr. Niamh Plunkett, Head of Teaching & Learning, ATU Sligo &  
Maureen Haran, UDL Lecturer – HE UDL Centre of Excellence



CONTEXT
First-year physiology module in the biomedical 
engineering programme.
–  40 students enrolled with many having African, Asian, 
and Eastern European heritage.

– Students identify as having dyslexia, writing disabilities, 
hearing impairments, anxiety issues.

– Before UDL implementation, assessment schedule 
consisted of a 60% closed book written exam and 40% 
continuous assessment.

– Module run as a flipped classroom with students 
completing a Moodle lesson before class.

UDL IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS
UDL implementation to make module content and 
assessments more accessible.
Module content:
Student feedback on Moodle lessons referred to “dense 
notes online”, which were “wordy and complicated”.
My objectives for the Moodle lessons were to:

– Give students options for reading or watching a short 
video on a topic.

– Have similar content covered in the reading and video.

E-portfolio assessment
High-stakes closed-book written exams disadvantage 
students in several ways. E-portfolio assessments are 
digital representations of students’ work in addition to 
their reflections on learning. 

My objectives for the e-portfolio assessment were to
– Replace closed-book exam with an engaging assessment 
that allows demonstration of knowledge in a personal way.
– Enable students to make connections between topics in 
physiology and biomedical engineering.
– Create a sense of community through collaboration.
The e-portfolio assessment contained:
– Choice of scaffolded tasks, including goal setting, 
researching topics, and self/peer reviewing.
– Reflections identifying what was engaging, challenges, 
and future learning.
– Optional templates provided for each task.
– Freedom to use any media to convey their learning and 
any tools to generate it.
– Rubrics for each task detailing expectations. 

LEARNER IMPACT
Reading/video choices impact 
90% liked having the choice available to read or watch. 
Some reported both reading and watching the videos:
“Reading about it first helps me understand the topic and 
then the video makes it easier to remember.”

“It’s great to have both; text for me is important in terms 
of learning the info and the video is good because it 
helps me in my understanding of the topic.”

Students reported knowing what content was important 
from the tone of my voice in the videos.

E-portfolio impact
– Students created outputs that demonstrated relevance 
of module content to biomedical engineering.
– Students expressed learning using a variety of media and tools.
– 91% stated e-portfolio tasks allowed them to research 
topics interesting to them.
– 96% indicated tasks allowed creativity and helped with revision. 
“It gave us a chance to show our style of work and 
provide a sense of our personality, I honestly learned so 
much more from these portfolios than I have done so with 
other ways of learning.”

“The ability to go off and do research on topics within the 
unit that I found personally interesting or enjoyable.”

– 12% increase in average grade in module since 
implementing UDL.

FUTURE PLANS
The online environment was challenging for collaboration. 

Face-to-face environment post-pandemic will:
– Improve lecturer support for e-portfolio.
– Improve class community to share e-portfolio ideas.
– Increase choice and autonomy by enabling students to 
design e-portfolio tasks.
– Make Moodle lessons more interactive and engaging 
through Higher Education 4.0 funding.
– Developing digital escape rooms to foster collaboration 
and community in the class.
– Increase involvement with CAST and UDL – IRN

Cormac Flynn
Implementing UDL in first-year  
biomedical engineering
Lecturer at ATU



OVERVIEW
I currently teach five modules at Undergraduate and 
Postgraduate levels. My classes vary from 25 to 230 
students, and across a number of subject areas in 
Marketing.   

CONTEXT OF UDL
For the first module where I implemented UDL, my focus 
was my MSc Marketing group, where I teach module 
MK5117 Services Marketing.  The MSc Services Marketing 
class has 95 students.  

As context:
– The students are a very diverse group including    
international students, from countries including India, 
China, and US.  

– Students’ level prior learning is also varied, as some   
students have not taken Marketing modules previously.  

– Also, some students have learning challenges related to  
personal difficulties such as ill health, or access issues. 

MY UDL IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS
The key steps undertaken were designed to:

– Support students’ learning experience.

– Encourage student collaboration, especially when 
studying remotely.

– Enhance understanding of module material. 

– Improve understanding of what was required in the 
module assignments.

– Promote engagement in coursework.

– Overcome student concerns about (for example) 
working on assignments when English was not their  
first language.

Key highlights include:
– Reorganising provision of material to ensure it was 
more accessible and inclusive.

– Redesigning materials provided to support diverse  
learning needs.

– Providing multiple means of representation of core 
content, such as assignment guidelines in video and print 
format.

– Providing private breakout spaces in a virtual 
environment  to foster peer collaboration and support. 

– Offering group-level formative feedback sessions which  
students could opt into, to support and encourage them 
during their assignment process.
These steps can be replicated, and I have adopted them  
in other modules following this process.

LEARNER IMPACT
– As an objective metric, the average mark for the module  
increased by 5%.  

– The impact of the implementation was also measured  
through informal feedback on an ongoing basis, and 
through a confidential survey that captured quantitative 
and qualitative insights from students.  

Some quotes from students may illustrate their feelings 
about the implementation of UDL
About multiple means of representation  - regarding 
assignment guidelines:

– ‘I think the video guideline is great. English is not my 
first language so I can review the video repeatedly in 
order to understand the assignment requirements.’  
 
About approaches taken to stimulate motivation  
through feedback:

– ‘As someone who is new to Marketing, I’m finding that  
I’m kind of searching in the dark when it comes to some  
of the tasks I need to carry out for different projects. 
Having a feedback session almost acted as a safety 
blanket which I really appreciated.’  

FUTURE PLANS
– The learnings from my UDL practice can be applied to 
so many modules and cohorts. 

– I have since included UDL principles in my other 
modules, including MBA teaching.

– I have incorporated UDL principles in my work with 
other Schools in the University.

– I will build in new technologies to support UDL.

– I am also investigating opportunities for research        
considering UDL.

Dr Elaine Wallace
Associate Professor, Marketing
J. E. Cairnes School of Business & Economics,  
University of Galway



INSTITUTIONAL CONTEXT

– 23,617 undergraduate and postgraduate students
– 23% of undergraduate students enter UCC through an 
Access route
– Students from 104 different countries worldwide
– Over 3,000 academic, research, and administrative staff

PLANS FOR THE FUTURE
Action 1: Enhance UDL training by developing an 
inclusive practice CPD pathway for staff and encourage 
engagement of all staff who support student learning

Action 2: Designate a fulltime UDL Advisor to lead 
consultancy on UDL integration, facilitated by CIRTL staff 
and UDL Fellows

Action 3: Develop a State of the Art report on inclusion 
drawing on institutional, national and international 
practices and reflective of international literature

Action 4: Design and implement models for long-term 
capacity building and sustainability

IMPLEMENTATION: INGREDIENTS FOR SUCCESS

IMPACT: WHAT OUR STUDENTS AND 
PRACTITIONERS SAY ABOUT UDL IN THE 
CLASSROOM
“I really appreciate the effort going into making sure 
that everyone can keep up with the material and the 
formatting of the module to make sure it works best for 
everyone, even if the material is quite challenging. Thank 
you”. 1st year student. 

“This was so energising!! It gave me another stream of 
representation and action which was just brilliant. It 
certainly took a lot more preparatory work, but it engaged 
me intellectually with both the content I wanted students 
to grasp, but also in physically pulling together materials 
(different means) and thinking about how students 
may use them differently. I now see my role of teacher 
differently.” Psychology lecturer.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE CORK:  
AN INCLUSIVE UNIVERSITY 
Lead Applicant Information:  
Dr Laura Lee & James Northridge



UDL EXPERIENCE

PROCESS

LEARNER IMPACT

FUTURE PLANS

The UDL experience was implemented for a group of 56 students at ATU Galway city, studying a BBS (Honours) in Marketing 
and Sales.  
There is a diverse range of students in this cohort, from different cultures (e.g. Vietnam, Croatia, Portugal, Spain), different 
genders, different abilities (e.g. some students are registered with the Access Office who need additional assistance), and 
students with different commitments outside of college (e.g. work, caring for parents, caring for children).
The module chosen for the UDL implementation was a 5-credit module called Brand Management.  The introduction of the 
new UDL ePortfolio assessment represented 40% of the overall module marks for Brand Management. 

Lucia Cloonan,
A Critical Analysis of Integrating a UDL Approach into a module 
using an ePortfolio: A Student Perspective
ATU Galway city

– Needs analysis

– Help students set goals and plan for 
UDL ePortfolio creation.

– Expand peer assessment and 
reflection activities.

– Choice of feedback tools.  

– Digital tools to link to learning 
outcomes.

– Expand UDL implementation to other 
years of the programme.

Scan to view a 
video version 
of research:



UDL IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS
Key highlight:
– UDL Redesign activity undertaken and implemented in partnership 
with students at every one of our over 30 locations nationally.

Organisation’s Objectives:
1. National Learning Network key priority ‘Ensuring a First Class 
Student Experience’ via UDL related strategic objectives. 
2. Research, design and develop learning services in line with 
international best practice, innovation in Technology Enhanced 
Learning and Universal Design for Learning 
3. All practitioners will be UDL trained 

LEARNER IMPACT
Impact measured formally via:
– National quality assurance systems – UDL incorporated into 
self-evaluation tool.

– Pulse Survey (Practitioners)

– UDL incorporated into the Programme Review tool

– As part of academic research conducted by UDL Lead Applicant

– Student Individual Action Plans – Learning goals are recorded 
and reported monthly 

– Student feedback and involvement in program

Student feedback (Qualitative)

NATIONAL LEARNING NETWORK
Lead Applicant Information: 

LEADERSHIP & STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT 
How Leadership and colleagues are involved:
– Strategic Goals related to UDL written into our strategic plan 
2021-2026 

– Local managers and Development Officers identify, support, 
embed and promote  UDL practice via local UDL Champions

– Practitioners share practice formally and informally

– Practitioners and Development Officers redesign online 
courses incorporating UDL principles

Key Steps:
– UDL Communication and Awareness 

– UDL Celebration and Practice Showcase events to recognise 
UDL Badge holders, Facilitators

UDL Training 
– 43% of (FET) teaching and learning staff in National Learning 
Network are now Digital Badge holders 

Community of Practice
– Informs our learning and guides UDL Implementation at a 
national level

External Events and Partnerships
– ‘Inclusive Recruitment & Retention Practices’ training course, 
co-produced by Not So Different, Rehab Group, AsIAm and 
WALK  

– ETBI – UDL based assessment
 

FUTURE PLANS
– Expansion of UDL strategically across the organisation, guided 
by the Rehab Group Strategic Plan and the John Kelly Award 
Rubric

– Students - even more fully involved in UDL implementation,  
at a strategic level

– Commitment to increase funding allocated to embed UDL 
projects

– Increase our qualitative measures quantitative measures to 
systematically capture the impact of UDL implementation on  
all students

– Grow stakeholder involvement, via professional development, 
training and further development of the Rehab Academy

“I felt respected and listened to on 
the course. I feel it made me happier, 
I learned a lot, it made me feel more 
open as a person”. (Student, Roslyn 
College, Dublin)

‘UDL has helped me in so many ways.  
I hated school and learning in this 
way is more inviting’. (Student, NLN 
Monaghan)

Tony from NLN Rosyln  
College talks about  
his experience.

Joe from NLN Limerick  
talks about his  
experience

Liz Hanley,
eLearning Officer, 
NLN/UDL Lead

Georgina Smyth, 
Organisational 
Development Manager, 
Rehab Group/UDL 
Lead, 



CONTEXT
 The project redesigned and transformed the traditional 
FET practical skills based classroom to one of a UDL 
digital environment of access and inclusion. The hands 
on skills based  workshop became a hybrid multimodal 
learning environ accessible by all.

The modules reconstructed were: 
1. Anatomy and Physiology
2. Epilation 
3. Beauty Therapy 

The diversity of the cohorts included in this project were 
varied, English as a second language candidates, cohorts 
of young traveller women, groups of learners from mixed 
genders and backgrounds navigating learning through 
technology during COVID -19. All at variegated levels of 
literacy and digital literacy. 

UDL IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS
– The aim was to recreate the traditional classroom space 
to an online treatment room where the learner could revisit, 
listen to the instructions on various treatments, read the 
steps, test their knowledge and connect the experience 
virtually prior to return to the onsite experience- all on their 
phones, devices or laptops at a time that suited them.

HOW WAS THIS CREATED?
1. Learner voice and analysis of educational backgrounds 
and levels of experience and literacy to re design the 
practical space for learning
2. Examination of digital literacies and access points 
within this realm. Supporting Digital literacy and 
competencies, retraining and reimagining together
3. Re imagining the classroom space together and 
creating a bespoke learning environment – restructuring 
a classroom online to carry out practical skills
4. Multiple means of engagement using digital 
technologies to re-create an accessible training room 
within the laptop or phone which was always accessible to 
the learner
5. Multiple means of expression and assessment to 
validate integration and learner interpretation of material 
6. TEAMS, One Note, Kahoot,  Thinglink, Powtoon and Prezi 
gave a landscape whereby they could access their own 
workshops and equipment and revisit classes. One Note 
enabled the class to archive, reflect and assess their own 
practical skills as they uploaded content following class. 
Quizizz and Forms plus Mentimeter gave the opportunity 
to evaluate the learning outcomes, and the learner 
experience.
7. https://prezi.com/i/pso_3jtv22mo/
8. See Thinglink outlining more digital tools : https://
www.thinglink.com/scene/1447509988321787905

9. https://tinyurl.com/ytvc2ccd
10.  Feedback mechanisms to improve and enhance the 
learning journey 

LEARNER IMPACT
Impact of your UDL implementation

– Student Testimonies and Interviews documenting and 
measuring extrinsic, intrinsic factors that supported their 
learning journeys and identifying future barrers

– A powerful entry in the Kerry ETB Newsletter to inspire 
others in adopting the tools for UDL circulated to those in FET.

– Video and audio testimony of the transformative 
and positive experiences of a pilot of young traveller 
women on the use of UDL in their training and successful 
application during their Beauty Therapy course. 

Tara O’Halloran Cronin
Beauty Therapy Instructor
Kerry College 

FUTURE PLANS
1. Building on outcomes and pilot model through a Level 
9 project through Maynooth University – Programme 
Validation Development and Design to take the UDL for 
FET model to a QQI validated redesigned model that 
can be considered as a hybrid skill based initiative for 
traditional skills courses within FET
2. Learning that the classroom space and educational 
experience lies within every learner and is not confined to 
the rooms or buildings we work from but the people we 
access –induction for skills courses model including digital 
technology training, events for learners and support for 
Laptop Loans and IT issues from Kerry College
3. UDL practice will be used to support early school 
leavers, return to education mature learners, ESOL 
candidates, Ukranian Visitors, Young Traveller woman and 
unemployed cohorts to access and progress within the 
courses offered at Kerry College. 
4. UDL implementation at a whole centre level and 
supporting others in FET as part of the Technology 
Enhanced Learning Champions task force within Kerry 
College. Delivery of Tel festivals throughout the academic 
year to encourage and motivate the 250 staff in attendance 
from all campuses and departments within Kerry College.
5. Developing a revolutionary shift in the use of UDL for 
delivery of all courses by helping, supporting and assisting staff 
in use and moving to engage with the UDL Digital Badge.

 



CONTEXT
Schools and Society 1 
First Year module with 455 Students Program on which the 
module is delivered: 
– Bachelor of Education – Primary Teaching
– Bachelor of Education – International
– B Ed in Education and Psychology 
– Delivery Format 12 weeks of 2 Pre-recorded online 
lectures  and 1 On campus Tutorial 

ONLINE MULTIMEDIA QUIZ DESIGN 
SPECIFICATION GENERATED WITH STUDENT 
CONSULTATION
– Provide students with the opportunity to demonstrate 
that they are meeting the learning outcomes.  
– Appeal to a wider range of learning styles with diverse 
question formats Audio, Video, Images and Graphs. 
– Ensure the Highest levels of academic integrity.
– Engage student voice in the assessment design by 
providing opportunities to contribute to the question bank.
– Engage student voice in the design of the roll out process.
– Provide Multiple opportunities and supports for technical 
testing of devices, online systems and site locations. 

Dr. Treasa Campbell
Lecturer in Philosophy of Education Department  
of Learning, Society, & Religious Education (LSRE)
Faculty of Education Mary Immaculate College, 
University of Limerick.

UDL IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS

– Step One Participatory Design: Talk to the students

– Step Two Trial: Take Student  feedback and design and 
deliver a Trial Quiz Tutorial.  

– Step Three Re-Design: Take feedback From Quiz 
Tutorial  and  design and deliver a live Trial Quiz.

– Step Four Final Design:  Incorporate the learning from 
Trial Phase into the final Quiz

– Step Five Review: Gather Student Feedback Post Quiz

KEY LESSONS LEARNED

LEARNER IMPACT AND FEEDBACK

1. Don’t overestimate 
student’s capacity for 
Collaboration Assessment 
Design. Take time to work 
with students to build this 
capacity.

2. Stay focused on 
Learning Outcomes and 
not past practice as 
the determining factor 
in opening up new 
assessment pathways for 
future assessment.

3. Embrace the freedom 
to make small incremental 
changes rather than 
deferring any change



UDL IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS
We have started to create awareness and implementation 
of Universal Design for Learning principles through:

– Creation of training and resources 

– Meetings with key stakeholders

– Creation of a UDL Community of Practice

– Establishment of a UDL Special Interest Group

– Creation of a UDL module

– Facilitation of the UDL digital badge

– Showcasing UDL practices by UL staff

– External speakers on UDL

– Advocating for UDL and accessibility on the new VLE

LEARNER IMPACT
– Recruiting post doc researcher to measure learning impact
– recruiting student interns for creation of a Student 
Advisory Panel on UDL.
– PG and UG student reps on UDL SIG
– Worked on several accessibility initiatives, such as ensuring 
all new tools are assessed for accessibility compliance; 
mainstreaming assistive technology for students.

LEADERSHIP & STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT 
– UDL Community of Practice: Creation of a campus-wide 
UDL Community of Practice to share UDL knowledge and 
practices and create UDL awareness and conversations.
– UDL Special Interest Group: Establishment of a UDL 
Special Interest Group to facilitate cross-campus 
collaboration, with representatives from across the 
University including Academics, Professional Support 
Staff, Librarians, the Student Union. This UDL SIG reports 
to the Director Human Rights, Equality, Diversity & 
Inclusion, and onto the UL Executive Committee. It aims 
to improve inclusive practice and feedback on barriers to 
inclusion that currently exist across campus.
– Stakeholder meetings: Gained support from Provost, 
Director EDI, Head CTL and Head Student Affairs and 
more.
– Training and resources: We created a dedicated website 
UDL, with resources, showcases, and information, along 
with regular training and events.

 
FUTURE PLANS
– We have an extension to our project and we plan to 
build on our current work by:
– Establish a Centre for Inclusive Practice at UL.
– Hire a researcher to assist with practitioner and learner 
impact research.
– Hire student interns and establish a Student Advisory 
Group 
– Develop an intensive UDL Academy to help lecturers 
redesign their modules with UDL principles. The Academy 
will also feed into our learner impact research.
– Create a UDL event in Spring 2023 to showcase UDL 
in UL and offer awards to staff implementing UDL and 
inclusive and accessible practices.
– Plan and implement bespoke projects to promote 
inclusive practice in UL

UNIVERSITY OF LIMERICK
Lead Applicant Information:  
Thomas O’Shaughnessy, Jess Beeley


